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conformal scalar curvature equation
$\triangle u.+K(|x|)u^{p}$ $=$ $0$ , $x\in R^{n}$












1. fast-decay solution : $r^{-1}$ $0$
2. slow-decay solution : $r^{-1}$
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$\frac{dP(r;u(r))}{dr}$ $\equiv$ $G_{r}(r)u^{+6}(r)$ ,
where $G_{r}(r)$ $=$ $\frac{1}{6}r^{3}K_{r}(r)$
$P(r;u(r))$ $=$ $\frac{1}{2}r^{2}u_{r}(ru_{r}+u)+\frac{1}{6}r^{3}K(r)u^{+6}$
1. $\lim_{rarrow\infty}P(r;u)=0$ $u$ fast-decay solution.
2. $\lim_{rarrow\infty}P(r;u)>0$ $u$ slow-decay solution.
3. $\lim_{rarrow\infty}P(r;u)<0$ $u$ zero-hit solution.
$P$
2
$K(r)$ $[0, \infty$ ) $r^{*}$
$r\geq$ $K(r)=1$ -
$u(r)$ $=$ $\alpha-\int_{0}^{r}(1-\frac{s}{r})sK(s)u^{+s}(s)ds$ .
$K(s)$ $u$ $Fu$
$F$ $\sup$ norm $C[0, \infty$ ) $\cap L^{\infty}[0, \infty$ ) $C[0, \infty$ ) $\cap L^{\infty}[0, \infty$ ) $\sim$ compact
$u=Fu$
Schauder $U\subset C^{t}[0, \infty$ ) $\cap L^{\infty}[0, \infty$ )
$FU$ $=$ $\{v\in C[0, \infty)\cap L^{\infty}[0, \infty)|v=Fu, \forall u\in U\}$
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$r=r^{*}$ $P$ $\lim_{rarrow\infty}P(r;u)$ $0$
$P$ $\alpha$ $\alpha$ $P(r^{*})$
$u(r)(0\leq r\leq r^{*})$ $P(r^{*})$
$[0, r^{*}]$ $n$ $j$ $e_{j}=$ [rj-l, $r_{j}$ ]
$r_{n}=r^{*}$ $u$
$e_{i}(i\leq$ $u$ ( $u$ $e_{i}$
) $U_{i}=[\underline{U}_{i},\overline{U}_{i}]$
$u=Fu$ $0\leq r\leq r_{j-1}$
$u(r)$ $\in$ $U_{i}$ , $\forall r\in e_{i}$ , $1\leq i\leq j-1$ ,
$e_{j}$ $u$ $U_{j}=[\underline{U}_{j},\overline{U}_{j}]$
$U\subset C[0, r_{j}]$
$U$ $=$ $\{u\in C[0, r_{j}]|u(r)\in U_{i}, \forall r\in e_{i}, 1\leq i\leq j\}$
$FU\subset U$
Schauder $U$ $u$ $U_{j}$ $e_{j}$ $u$
$FU\subset U$
$(1- \frac{s}{r})sK(s)$


















$P(r^{*})\in P$ $U_{j}^{+6}=\underline{U}_{j}^{+6}$ or $\overline{U}_{j}^{+6}$
$\underline{P},$
$\overline{P}$ $P(1)$
$D$ avid I. Bell









4 $\alpha$ $P(r^{*})$ CALC
The results:
$\alpha$ $=$ 0.8 ;imax $=$ 64 ; $h$ $=$ 0.015625;
rerror $=$ .00000095367431640625;
$P$ $=$ obj $intvl\{arrow.00380857013520740327, \sim.00602505005985857492\}$
$\alpha$ $=$ 1 ;imax $=$ 64 ; $h$ $=$ 0.015625;
rerror $=$ .00000095367431640625;
$P$ $=$ obj $intvl\{\sim-.01496067749479972040, \sim-.00470492867862477022\}$
$\alpha$ $=$ 1.4 ;imax $=$ 120 ; $h$ $=$ $\sim.00833333333333333333$ ;
rerror $=$ $\sim.00000000093132257461$ ;
$P$ $=$ obj $intvl\{\sim-.02472377667815111096, \sim-.00501861410963051548\}$
$\alpha$ $=$ 1.7 ;imax $=$ 120 ; $h$ $=$ $\sim.00833333333333333333$ ;
rerror $=$ $\sim.00000000093132257461$ ;
$P$ $=$ obj $intvl\{\sim.00880063090891210890, \sim.02985830968433102542\}$
imax $h$ rerror obj intvl $\{$ ,
$\}$
$\sim$
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